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Today, the dangers of military escalation are beyond description.

What is now happening in Ukraine has serious geopolitical implications. It could lead us into
a World War III Scenario.

It is important that a peace process be initiated with a view to preventing escalation. 

Global Research does not support Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

The history of this war must be understood.

The bombing and shelling led by Ukraine’s Armed Forces directed against the people of
Donbass started eight years ago, resulting in the destruction of residential areas and more
than 10,000 civilian casualties.

A  bilateral Peace Agreement is required.

This article originally published on Ottawa Citizen in October 2021. confirms that Canadian
Forces are supporting Neo- Nazi forces in Ukraine
***

Far-right extremists in Ukraine’s military have bragged they received training from the
Canadian Forces and other NATO nations, a new study from an American university has
uncovered.

The study from an institute at George Washington University in Washington, D.C., tracked
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social media accounts of the far-right group Centuria, documenting its Ukrainian military
members giving Nazi salutes, promoting white nationalism and praising members of Nazi SS
units.

The far-right group has been active since 2018 at the Hetman Petro Sahaidachny National
Army Academy or NAA, according to the report from George Washington’s Institute for
European, Russian and Eurasian Studies.

 

The NAA is Ukraine’s premier military education institution and a major hub for western
military assistance to the country, including from Canada.

Centuria members acknowledged on social media they have received training from the
Canadian military and have participated in military exercises with Canada. In May, Centuria
organizers  boasted  to  their  followers  that  its  members  currently  served  as  officers  in
Ukraine’s military and “have succeeded in establishing cooperation with foreign colleagues
from such countries as France, the United Kingdom, Canada, the USA, German and Poland,”
according to the institute’s report.

Click here to read the full article.
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Featured  image:  Photo  posted  by  “Centuria’  on  Telegram,  Photo  posted  by  Roman  Rusnyk  on
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